Artifact Record Sheet

Name of Archaeologist: ____________________________  Excavation Team Division: _____

Excavation Site: located on 13780 80th street (according to 1964 map record recovered from Surrey archives building). Type of site not noted on map, will be determined after further excavation and analysis of artifacts.

Condition of Artifact: Whole (unbroken) or Fragmented (broken)

Photo of Artifact (fine-lined and coloured)

Attributes of Artifact (point-form is acceptable)

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Archaeologist Signature for Completion  Supervisor Signature for Review

Review Assessment
Name of Archaeologist: ___________________________ Excavation Team Division: ______

Excavation Site: location details on Artifact Record Sheet __________________________

Photo of artifact taken by ___________________________

Artifact Analysis (paragraph or point-form full sentences)

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

Possible function(s) – what do you think it was used for? What do you think it does?

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

Do you have any questions about the artifact that would help you solve the original object?

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

Based on the analysis of the artifact’s attributes and the photo evidence, I conclude that the object is most likely a fragment of __________________________.

____________________________________________

Archaeologist Signature for Completion

Supervisor Signature for Review

Review Assessment
Cultural Notes (paragraph)

Using all the artifacts from the classroom as evidence, describe what life could have been like for the students who attended this school. What was their culture like? Is there any evidence of traditions, values, beliefs, and how they behaved? If not, then what would you need to find in order to understand their culture?

_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Archaeologist Signature for Completion

Supervisor Signature for Review

Review Assessment